
Born from the desire to offer a versatile and timeless 
product, reminiscent of the ubiquitous little (PETITE) 
black dress, this collection will seduce you by its simplicity.  
Composed of accessible faucets and accessories, PETITE 
displays delicate and refined lines, yet is built with solid 
premium components. This collection is available in a wide 
range of finishes, including our new Black Titanium (KM).

B04 PETITE



B04-1249-00-xx

European cartridge
Made with high performance 
ceramic, this cartridge is amongst 
the most durable on the market

Integrated push-
button diverter 
Discreet, easy to use 
and to maintain (easily 
removeable one piece )

2-piece deck mount tub filler 
with hand shower

BARiL 
equals 
quality

Durable 
ceramic 
cartridge

Ecological
options
available

Easy installation
Very sturdy installation with 
threaded tube and three-points 
tightening using only 3 screws 

B04 PETITE

Matte
Black (KK)

Satin 
Brass (LL)

Brushed 
Nickel (NN)

Satin 
Copper (VV)

Polished 
Nickel (YY) Gold (GG)

Chrome (CC)

Venetian 
 Bronze (TT)

Black 
 Titanium (KM)

Quick filling of the bathtub 
(5 min 25 for 150 l)

High quality spray

Double-wall brass hand shower 

Elongated anti-limestone 
silicone nipples and angled 

down hand shower so that the 
dropplets fall into the bath

Very robust and does not conduct heat

High flow rate: 
7.3 gpm (28 l/min) - 60 psi

High-end laminator
Allows a beautiful crystal clear 

and splash-free stream

Refined design
Delicate and sophisticated square 
spout paired with a round body, 
for an elegant and timeless design.  



High flow rate
Our bath spouts have very advantageous 
flow rates that will fill your tub faster than 
you expect; only 5 minutes 25 seconds for 150 l!

Bath spout laminator
This bath spout is equipped with a laminator that 
allows a beautiful crystal clear and splash-free stream.



B04-1249-00-xx B04-1249-00-xx-175 B04-1249-00-xx-150

2.0 gpm - 80 psi
7,6 l/min - 80 psi

1.75 gpm - 80 psi
6,6 l/min - 80 psi

1.5 gpm - 80 psi
5,7 l/min - 80 psi

High quality spray

Ecological Options (Hand shower)

BARiL is supporting the 
environment by offering options 
to reduce the water flow thereby 
economising your water usage

The anti-limestone silicone nipples produce steady, 
soft and comfortable jets. One more reason to love 
them? They are easy to maintain! Simply rub the 
nipples with your fingertip to clean them.



BARiL faucets are designed with both style 
and function in mind. The perfect angle of 
the hand shower combined with the length 
of the nipples that allow the droplets to drip 
into the bath after use of the hand shower are 
only one example of our dual design thinking.

Model: B04-1249-00-xx

Faucet height: 7-1/4"

Aerator clearance: 5-1/2”

Spout reach: 7-1/4”

Dimensions:

Attention to Detail

55 mm
2-1/8"

55 mm
2-1/8"

45 mm
1-3/4" 24 mm

7/8"

140 mm
5-1/2"

200 mm
7-7/8"183 mm

7-1/4"

223 mm
8-3/4"

235mm
9-1/4"

185 mm
7-1/4"



Easy installation

2-points tightening makes 
the installation very sturdy: 
it will not loosen.

Very sturdy and simple installation of the spout 
and the hand shower holder thanks to their 
threaded nuts with easy-to-reach screws.

The threaded tube with 
3-points tightening makes 
the installation very sturdy: 
it will not loosen.



Push-button diverter
Discreetly located on the back, the push-button 
diverter takes nothing away from the stream-lined 
look of the faucet. It can also be easily removed in one 
piece, which makes it easy to use and to maintain.


